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MAGIC OF NATURE EXHIBITION
Kallista monthly market is
always a lively affair and
the November market
was no exception. The sun
was shining on Saturday
November 3rd and a group
of drummers were playing
under the wide branches
of a large tree. As usual the
place was buzzing with activity and conversation.

Artwork exhibited at Forest Edge Stone gallery

Photo: Meredith Cole

IN THE SPIRIT OF DICKENS
With all the advice and guidance about how to avoid excess, upset and stress over
the Christmas holiday, let us
revisit the intention of this
colourful season of giving, joy
and kindness.

A Christmas Carol, David
Copperfield, Oliver Twist and
a Tale Of Two Cities to his
name. Children and adults
alike all over the world continue to enjoy his work nearly 150 years after his death.

English
author
Charles
Dickens, is one of the most
widely read 19th century
Victorian novelists and social critics with novels like

Charles Dickens was home
schooled in his earlier years,
teaching himself to read, often with help from his mother, Elizabeth, until his father

emeraldmessenger.com.au

But on this particular
Saturday another buzz
could be heard coming from
the nursery just around the
corner and it wasn’t just
coming from the happy
bees who frequent there.
The buzz was caused by the
many people who had come
to see the opening of a new
exhibition in the gallery
space at Forest Edge Stone
permaculture nursery, called
the Magic of Nature.
Continued on page 3

could afford a good education for him. After eventually entering an institution
of higher learning, he began
to edit a weekly journal and
write a small serial every
week or month for a newspaper. Although Charles was
an excellent student and received many accolades from
his teachers, he was forced
Continued on page 5
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ART & NATURE COME TOGETHER

wanted to have an art space,” Paul says. “A studio and gallery that I can use and also be able to offer to other people.”
Outside the permaculture garden is in full bloom. The current iteration of the nursery is created and maintained by
Tamara Griffiths, a qualified permaculture teacher who
studied with Bill Mollison who is widely known as the father of permaculture. Introduced to owner Paul by a mutual friend just over a year ago, Tamara has transformed
the nursery garden into an edible food forest. “Most of the
food here,” she says, “is grown by women, many of whom
are former permaculture students of mine.”

Curated by local mixed media artist and maker Fyona
Mitaxa, the exhibition brings together the work of 25 artists
and artisans. “I wanted to create an opportunity for local
artists to connect and to share in the experience of being
part of an exhibition,” Fyona says.
The works include paintings, ceramics, jewellery, quilted
works, fabric, embroidery, felt, pencil drawings and sculpture.
As president of the Eastern Makers and Creators group
who meet regularly in Upwey, Fyona knows the challenges
artists face getting their work out into the world. “It can be
daunting to organise an exhibition on your own. This was
an opportunity for people to show their work in the comfort
of a group.”

The food forest setting, the sculptures and the gallery
space are wonderful examples of how collaboration can
enhance any business and how we can incorporate art into
our environment, even in small spaces.
The Magic of Nature exhibition runs until the end of the year.

“I have always been inspired by this space,” she continues.
“The nursery is so vibrant at this time of year. I wanted
the exhibition to connect with the garden which is why we
called it the Magic of Nature.”

MEREDITH COLE

Forest Edge Stone nursery and gallery space is owned by
Paul Smith. A stonemason by trade, Paul runs a restoration business in the city, rescuing and repairing many old
gothic churches. His sculptures are dotted around the place
linking the gallery space to the nursery outside. “I always

Tamara Griffiths, Paul Smith & Fyona Mitaxa

Photo: Meredith Cole
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A MINDFUL FESTIVE SEASON
Most of us look forward to the holiday season even with its
hustle and bustle. But at this time of year it is not unusual
to experience some stress and anxiety. For some, the holiday period is not necessarily steeped in happiness, joy, gift
giving and gatherings with family and friends.
While the holiday season can bring many joys and pleasures, it can also cause us to feel overwhelmed with competing expectations, financial pressures, family dynamics, lack
of time and for some, grief. As we reflect on the past year
and begin preparing for the upcoming festivities our stress
response can be triggered.
Mindfulness has been widely accepted and recognised as
a valuable practice to manage stress, enhance your wellbeing and help you through the stressors of the holiday
season. It is the practice of being in the present, increasing awareness through connection with yourself, creating
understanding of your physical and emotional needs and
responses. Mindfulness can provide you with strategies to
apply during this busy time of the year and, in fact, every
day. Being mindful does not mean that you will no longer
experience stress. However it can provide effective practices to lessen the impact of stress, improving your physical
wellbeing, mental health and relationships with others.

Photo by Aaron Burden on Unsplash

Release tension - notice any muscle tension, focus on the
area then breathe and relax.
Slow down - consciously slow your pace, sit in the car a minute or two longer or go outside and breathe in some fresh air.
Most importantly attend to your self-care. Seek support if
needed, have realistic expectations and set your priorities
and boundaries around yourself and your family. Give yourself permission to let go and say no. You do not have to
engage in or keep traditions that don't bring you joy. It is ok
to change things that no longer work for you. Remember it
is ok to say no, find creative solutions and set clear boundaries. Make your own wellbeing a priority and enjoy this time
of year in ways that work for you.

While this time of year often requires us to plan ahead as
we manage the many demands of the season, mindfulness
reminds us to slow down even just for a short time to bring
us back into the present moment. By slowing down we are
responding to our stress and activating the relaxation response within our mind and body.
Here are five little mindfulness practices that you can engage in at any time for a more mindful holiday season.
Breathe - take a few deep breaths and focus on the path of
the air entering and leaving your body. This is a wonderful
practice to calm, focus and connect with yourself.

Wishing you all an enjoyable festive season and a wonderful start to 2019.

Focus - pick an object to focus on for a minute and just
observe. This can be anything in front of you – a candle,
a flower, a tree, a car, a fork, a piece of fruit - anything.
Observe and notice the details. This will help you to be in
the moment.

Carina Hillmann is the founder of Holistic Development &
Wellbeing, servicing the Dandenong Ranges and beyond. She
is passionate about holistic wellbeing and has over 10 years experience supporting the journeys of others. Carina has special
interest and skills in holistic human development, trauma & attachment, child and family wellbeing, stress management and
mindfulness. Carina holds a Bachelor in Social Work with further qualifications in Social Pedagogy, Meditation Teaching
& Holistic Human Development, Holistic Counselling and
Frontline Management.

CARINA HILLMANN

Ground yourself - notice your feet on the floor/earth. Notice
where they are connecting with the floor beneath you.

For more information visit www.holisticdevelopment.com.au
or call Carina on 0415 600 529
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DICKENS: A VICTORIAN CHRISTMAS
to leave school to work in a bootblack factory after his father
was incarcerated in a debtor’s prison. This was a very familiar
theme played out many times in Dickens' stories.
In 1833, at the age of 20, Dickens submitted his first official story
to a monthly magazine and the rest is history. He toured the
world and made public appearances where he would read aloud
some of his stories to an adoring public. In 1870, Charles Dickens
died and was laid to rest in Poets Corner, Westminster Abbey.
Dickens’ depiction of a Christmas dinner scene from A
Christmas Carol with the Cratchit family celebrating with
laughter and anticipation leaves readers with a sense of holiday spirit, togetherness and kinship:
“…Master Peter and the two ubiquitous young Cratchits
went to fetch the goose, with which they soon returned
in high procession.

A Victorian Christmas

English author JK Rowling named Dickens and Shakespeare
as essential reading for school children. Rowling cites David
Copperfield as one of her top reads and her Harry Potter series has obvious parallels with stories like Oliver Twist. Victorian
influences from A Christmas Carol which has never been out of
print, are also clearly evident. Translated into several languages and adapted many times for film, stage and other media,
the popularity of A Christmas Carol still resonates Christmas
themes to modern audiences. The portrayal of people during
times of adversity, grappling with greed, celebrating friendship
at Christmas and the ever popular theme of good over evil inspires us today as we face a myriad of challenges, holding on
tenaciously to faith in humanity, hope and the warmth of human kindness.

Such a bustle ensued that you might have thought a
goose the rarest of all birds, a feathered phenomenon, to
which a black swan was a matter of course, and in truth
it was something very like it in that house. Mrs. Cratchit
made the gravy (ready beforehand in a little saucepan)
hissing hot; Master Peter mashed the potatoes with incredible vigour; Miss Belinda sweetened up the applesauce; Martha dusted the hot plates; Bob took Tiny Tim
beside him in a tiny corner at the table; the two young
Cratchits set chairs for everybody, not forgetting themselves, and, mounting guard upon their posts, crammed
spoons into their mouths, lest they should shriek for
goose before their turn came to be helped. At last the
dishes were set on and grace was said. It was succeeded
by a breathless pause, as Mrs. Cratchit, looking slowly all
along the carving knife, prepared to plunge it into the
breast; but when she did, and when the long expected
gush of stuffing issued forth, one murmur of delight
arose all round the board, and even Tiny Tim, excited by
the two young Cratchits, beat on the table with the handle of his knife, and feebly cried, 'Hurrah!'

The Christmas season means something different to everyone.
Some find this time of year stressful when sharing with friends
and family while some find an absence of people in their lives
quite lonely and isolating. The aim is to remember the spirit of
the season that Charles Dickens was trying to capture in his
work. Regardless of religion, a sense of human connection and
giving to others is central to this particular holiday celebration.

There never was such a goose. Bob said he didn't believe
there ever was such a goose cooked. Its tenderness and
flavour, size and cheapness, were the themes of universal
admiration. Eked out by apple-sauce and mashed potatoes, it was a sufficient dinner for the whole family; indeed,
as Mrs. Cratchit said with great delight (surveying one
small atom of a bone upon the dish), they hadn't ate it all
at last! Yet every one had had enough, and the youngest
Cratchits in particular were steeped in sage and onion to
the eyebrows! But now, the plates being changed by Miss
Belinda, Mrs. Cratchit left the room alone, too nervous to
bear witnesses, to take the pudding up, and bring it in.

In the interest of carrying on with a literary tradition and to
mark the 175th anniversary of the publication of A Christmas
Carol, the Emerald Community House hall will be transformed with a Very Victorian Christmas décor in celebration
of Dickens, paying tribute to his legacy and remembering his
influence on our lives today through his stories.

...In half a minute Mrs. Cratchit entered, flushed, but
smiling proudly, with the pudding, like a speckled cannon-ball, so hard and firm, blazing in half of half-a-quartern of ignited brandy, and bedight with Christmas holly
stuck into the top.”

Special thanks to Sylvia Blair for her initiative and work to
bring a little bit of Dickens to Emerald this Christmas.

“I will honour Christmas in my heart, and try to keep it all the
year. I will live in the Past, the Present, and the Future. The
Spirits of all Three shall strive within me. I will not shut out the
lessons that they teach!”
– Charles Dickens, A Christmas Carol

MARY FARROW
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SEREPAX ON SUNDAY
… & the sun pours down like honey
as they channel Martin Denny
generating naff tribal rhythms
far from drumming at its source.

Once more
that unkempt doyen
of wannabe drummers
dickers at the margins
of a foothills’ monthly market.

Milling market patrons
roused from the call to commerce
entertain collective notions
to flay skins as well

An ad-hoc band,
some months since,
banished by market management
from the midst of commerce,
by dint of rhythms a smidgin too insistent,
flower-power garb a tad too fey
& braggadocio a touch too evangelistic
for market patrons to endure.

flay them

flay them wi’ celery sticks
flay them wi’ rhubarb stalks
flay them wi’ crusty batard

So a shrunken drummers’ circle,
ever more incestuous
& notably hardcore,
with each new moon now
gathers on the grassy knoll
across the way.

flay them

flay them wi’ liquorice plaits
flay them wi’ bracts of bottle-brush
flay them wi’ folksy scarves

… & the sun pours down like honey,
as in market goers’ fancies, drummers,
toting trusty tom-toms, flee shell-shocked
market foothills, to hang-out with
… Robert Bly

… & the sun pours down like honey
as they channel Martin Denny
generating naff tribal rhythms
far from drumming at its source.

JOHN SHEILLS

The bare-chested leader
(a Brad Pitt clone)
sits in state to lay down
the homing beat, as practised
slap of palms on skin calls
fellow drummers in.

2019 Woorilla Poetry Prize information coming soon
A book of the Woorilla Poetry
Prize winners for 2017 is available for sale from the Emerald
Community House for $10
(+$4 postage) - call 5968 3881
or visit www.woorilla.org.au

Join marketgoers
impelled to listen to insistent
rhythms driven by testosterone.
It’s a cabal mainly male.
A brotherhood bent on bonding.
Blame it on Black Mountain poet
… Robert Bly

Sad News

… & the sun pours down like honey
as they channel Martin Denny
generating naff tribal rhythms
far from drumming at its source.

The committee of the Woorilla
Poetry Prize wish to acknowledge
the life of Judith Rodriguez
who passed away peacefully on
November 22, 2018 aged 82.

They’re a ragamuffin
band of swains, haloed
with sundry rat-tailed manes,
ordained to entertain overtures
from belled & braided houris
who sidle-by to pick up the groove.
Gyrating hips tell how well
they have the hang of it.

Judith was the judge of the Woorilla
Poetry Prize in recent years and
provided invaluable advice and
encouragement to emerging poets
who competed for the Woorilla youth awards.
She was a highly celebrated poet and artist, a loyal
and valued friend, teacher and mentor to many and a
fierce campaigner for human rights.
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SHOPPING THOUGHTFULLY

our beautiful towns flourishing throughout the year too. We
are particularly lucky living in the hills as there are so many
lovely and interesting specialty shops and so many weekend
markets right on our doorstep.

With Christmas just around the corner, thoughts are turning
to buying presents and decorations in preparation for the festivities to come. With this in mind it’s worth thinking about the
impact your purchases will have, not just on the environment
but on the economy as well. I like my dollars to support others
who live in my community. I am also not a fan of shopping
centres. In fact, for the last few years I haven’t had to step
inside a shopping centre at all.

By reducing our travel we reduce our carbon footprint as
well as our stress levels. We don’t have to drive around endlessly looking for a car park on a hot day or bumping shoulders with other stressed and harried Christmas shoppers.
Local markets are another great way to turn Christmas shopping into a pleasurable event. Twilight markets in December
abound in the hills which can make finding something a little
out of the ordinary that much more fun.

I love the giving and receiving of gifts at Christmas time but
I am well aware of the massive environmental repercussions
this holiday brings. I try to buy handmade or second hand
items whenever possible, not just in an effort to reduce the
ecological impact but also because I like things to be quirky
and unusual. I happily tell the receiver if the gift is recycled. In
this day and age, I think all shame should be removed from
the idea that something is second hand. The notion of extending an item's lifespan should be lauded and celebrated.

If you can’t find what you’re looking for in the hills, then consider taking a leisurely drive out to Healesville or Warburton
where you will find plenty of interesting shops to browse.
For those who are hard to buy for or if you are thinking of
taking a more charitable approach to Christmas this year,
you can always gift a goat or clean drinking water to improve the wellbeing of communities through organisations
such as Oxfam or World Vision.

I have a lot of creative friends, so when it comes to Christmas
I try to spread the joy by buying whatever I can from them.
It’s nice to be able to tell the receiver about the person who
made their gift. This bestows the gift with a deeper meaning. When we buy locally we support local people. In real
terms, that’s putting Christmas dinner on someone's table
in your community. Shopping locally contributes to keeping

However you decide to spend your Christmas dollar try to
do so thoughtfully because it really is, as they always say,
the thought that counts.
MEREDITH COLE

Direct Radiology Yarra Ranges
Proudly Independent, Proudly Supporting Your Community

Bulk Billing

*






Brand New Purpose Built Practice with Latest Equipment
X-Ray, General, Vascular and Interventional Ultrasound
Women’s/Obstetric and Musculoskeletal Ultrasound
Centrally located for ease of access for all Yarra Ranges Residents

Bookings (03) 9756 7605
66 Main Road Monbulk VIC 3793
www.directradiology.com.au

Hours Monday – Friday 8:30am – 5:00pm
*Direct Radiology Bulk Bill all patients for X-ray and most Ultrasounds. (Patients must have a valid Medicare Card)

All Referrals Accepted
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WHAT IT MEANS TO
SEEK REFUGE

which showed the image of a child and said: “Let’s Fully
Welcome Refugees”. To the enduring credit of the Anglican
population of Melbourne this banner is still on the wall of
this cathedral today.
Since joining GADRC and helping to establish the La Trobe
chapter of GADRC, I have joined with many hundreds of likeminded people around Australia, some of whom are grandmothers, as well as men and women who are not grandmothers (Friends of Grandmothers). We support the aim of
our organisation to free all refugee children from detention
and to ensure the timely process of their claims for refuge.
We have campaigned relentlessly in support of these aims.

I was much saddened at the news this year that a beautiful race horse was destroyed because of an injury sustained
while taking part in the Melbourne Cup. I was appalled by
the news of this horse’s fate just as I am appalled at the
destruction of any racing horses, racing greyhounds and the
loss of the habitat of native fauna and so on.

This concern for the welfare of animals and also for other
human beings morphed into a strong sense of social justice
which has stayed with me all of my life. It informed my desire to become a lawyer and it informed my life as a lawyer
to work with the underprivileged and the socially powerless.

What is not widely known in Australia is that, in the United
Kingdom, no child seeking recognition as a refugee can be
held in detention for longer than 72 hours. However, under our current system of detention implemented by current and past Australian governments, children have been
detained for more than 5 years on Nauru and in mainland Australia detention centres, in conditions that have
been roundly condemned by the United Nations, Amnesty
International, Medecins San Frontieres, (Doctors Without
Borders) and 6000 Australian general practitioners in an
open letter to the Prime Minister.

Given my age, it was only in my retirement years that refugees and asylum seekers became an issue. In the mid 2000’s
I became increasingly concerned by reports of the treatment of refugees and asylum seekers who risked everything
to reach the possibility of safety in Australia. Information
was hard to come by due to the fact that both sides of our
government were complicit concerning the policies and the
treatment of these people plus the fact that the media generally was not interested in reporting on the issue.

The situation with respect to the children in detention on
Nauru is now and has always been critical. What has recently
changed is the recognition of a condition in refugee children
known as resignation syndrome – a condition which manifests in a complete lack of hope and sadly a desire for death.
What has also changed is the recognition by the Australian
public that detention of children must stop. We can no longer plead ignorance of the facts. We must demand the evacuation of these children and their families from Nauru.

However, and thanks to the efforts of a growing number of responsible journalists, information became more available and
as it did, it became apparent that shameful things were being
done to innocent people and it was all being done 'in our name'.

JUDY TAYLOR

I grew up in a household that loved and respected animals,
some would say to the point of absurdity. We cared deeply
about our fellow creatures and in so doing we learned to
care deeply about humans. The connection between the
two is not so very far removed.

La Trobe Grandmothers Against Detention of Refugee Children

Australia has been home to Afghans since the mid 1800’s.
Many of their descendants are Australian citizens who still
live and work here, particularly in the outback. The iconic
train, “The Ghan”, which runs from Adelaide to Darwin is
named in recognition of these Afghan traders’ contribution
to our country and our heritage.
However, Australia has been engaged in a war in
Afghanistan for the best part of 17 years and according to
the ABC, this war has claimed the lives of 100,000 Afghans
and 41 Australians. And still there is no end in sight - our
troops are still there and it is still a war zone.
How is it possible that we can send our troops to fight and
die in a country overseas and yet maintain that people
fleeing for their lives from this very conflict are not refugees
or asylum seekers?
In 2014 I learned of a group calling themselves
“Grandmothers Against Detention of Refugee Children”
(GADRC) which had arranged a rally on the steps of St
Paul’s Anglican cathedral in Melbourne. I attended this rally
recently and immediately knew I was in the place I needed
to be. On the outside of the cathedral there was a banner

Banner unfurled on St Paul's Anglican cathedral in Melbourne
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SENSITIVE SANTA AT THE LIBRARY
Emerald Library is proud to be offering free Sensitive Santa
sessions to children and their families this December!
The Sensitive Santa Project first began to support children
with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and their families who
often missed out on the opportunity to meet Santa and
have a photo with him. A trip to the local shopping centre at
Christmas time is a common activity for many families but
families with ASD children can be confronted on such a visit
with a myriad of ‘triggers’ that cause distress for the child.
These may include a long wait in line, noisy environments,
bright lights, loud music and lots of unfamiliar faces. The opportunity to capture a special family memory can be too challenging for these families and efforts are either abandoned
after bad experiences or not attempted at all.
Sensitive Santa provides a local opportunity for a fun, valued
and unique family experience. It aims to achieve increased community awareness around existing barriers for children with neurodiverse abilities while also promoting a creative and positive
contribution toward broader community inclusion for all.
The library serves as a naturally quieter and more sensory
stable space with books and activities that children with
ASD often love. The Sensitive Santa initiative is appointment
based so there’s no waiting in line. Each session runs for approximately 15-20 minutes.
Emerald Library would like to thank the Emerald Lions Club
for their support of the program this year. If you are interested
in helping out, please contact the library on 5949 4600, or
pop in to say hello!

Friendly and welcoming
family business
Owners Ken & Helen
Hunt have been at
Monbulk Jewellers
since 1994, assisting
and providing quality
services for the
local communtiy and
surrounds.

If you would like to book a Sensitive Santa session for your
family this Christmas, visit www.cclc.vic.gov.au/events or
call the library.
JESS NICHOLS

Team Leader Emerald Library

Quality Onsite Repairs
& Restoration

Australian Argyle Pink
Diamonds

Quality Onsite Repairs & Restoration.
New jewellery designed and made.
Diamond and gemstone specialists.
Engagement Rings

New jewellery designed and made • Engagement Rings
• Diamond and gemstone specialists
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LOCAL COMMEMORATION
After a week of 20,000 crocheted, knitted and felt poppies,
the residents of Emerald gathered at Anzac Place on Sunday
November 11th for the 100th centenary of Armistice Day.
Together with many visitors, a crowd of over 3,000 people
witnessed a very moving and memorable service. Our local
Federal MP, Jason Wood opened the ceremony followed by
the arrival of the Puffing Billy 861 locomotive covered in poppies and bringing with it 34 scouts, guides and school children
each carrying a photo of a soldier who did not return from the
war. Graeme Legge and June Styling carried the honour rolls
of the 66 men who returned to Emerald including their own
relatives (see photo). Thirty-four pigeons were released, representing the release of the spirits of 34 local men who died.

June Styling and Graeme Legge carry the honour rolls

Photo: Fiona Russon

After the sounds of warfare and the traditional Remembrance
Day service, a minute's silence was a solemn time for all to remember the futility of war. Keynote speakers Matt Cocks and
Graeme Legge gave stirring speeches about life in Emerald
in 1918. Six war planes roared over the crowd and gave their
salute.

Emerald College Band entertained the crowd with songs
from WWI. The community then paid their respects by laying
a wreath or a poppy on the cenotaph.

Mark Fenby sang the iconic song “I Was Only 19” and the
National Anthem was sung with gusto by locals Jules Vines
and Carol McCoy. Christine Weller and Matt Francis read
the renowned Canadian poem “In Flanders Fields” and The

Lest We Forget.

Phone: 0422 203 355
Facebook: /DTMLandworks
DTMLandworks@bigpond.com

Services available
 Land clearing
 Forestry mulching
of undergrowth
and trees up to 12
inches in diameter
 Clearing vineyards
/ fruit orchards
 Stump grinding
 Minor earthworks
 Site clean up
 Tipper hire

CALL NOW
FOR A
FREE
QUOTE!

All in all, it was a very memorable occasion for a small community that sacrificed so much so many years ago – a sacrifice
that no one will forget.
PETER MALONEY

We are a new local business dedicated to land
clearing, forestry mulching and vegetation
management. We specialise in reducing
undergrowth in bushfire prone areas and creating
fire breaks / tracks, reclaiming overgrown and
unusable land, clearing properties, fence lines,
vineyards / fruit orchards & stump grinding.
When you employ our forestry mulching services to your
land it is 100% recyclable which eliminates any removal or
burning off of materials and is better for the environment
by returning the nutrients back into the soil. Our service is
highly productive as it is less labor intensive and more
time efficient, which means lower costs.
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CALL OF THE WILD
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED TO HELP THE
HELMETED HONEYEATER

There is a certain satisfaction in propagating plants to contriute to the critically endangered helmeted honeyeater's
habitat, Victoria's state bird. Morning tea under the trees
at the Indigenous Plant Nursery provides a break for the
hardworking volunteer 'Friends' group who work tirelessly
to restore the endangered birds' habitat in the Yellingbo
Nature Conservation Reserve.
Yellingbo is the only place where the helmeted honeyeater
exists in the wild. It is also home to another critically endangered animal emblem of Victoria, the Leadbeater’s possum,
as well as many other rare species of plants and animals.

Helmeted Honeyeaters in song

Photo: Merrilyn Serong

is always something important for every volunteer to do.
More volunteers are now required in the nursery at 1217
Macclesfield Road, Yellingbo, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and
especially on Fridays. Michelle Faram, the Nursery Manager
and other volunteers will show you what needs to be done.
Morning tea is provided but volunteers can bring their own
lunch and stay on to enjoy the beautiful setting.

For almost 30 years the 'Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater',
in partnership with other organisations, have worked hard to
restore and extend this special habitat and the combined
effort is having an impact. Only five years ago, the number
of helmeted honeyeaters was just 50 – a dangerously low
figure for any species. Now the population has risen to approximately 200 but there is still a long way to go.

Other ways to support the 'Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater'
include becoming a member, making a donation and buying
native plants from the nursery or other special merchandise.

Volunteers have been at the centre of this achievement, sourcing and sorting seeds, propagating plants, participating in
revegetation events, providing supplementary food for helmeted honeyeaters in the wild and monitoring their welfare. There

Find out more online: www.helmetedhoneyeater.org.au
DOROTHY SCOTT

COMMUNITY

Echo Youth, Friends of Emerald Lake, Emerald Museum,
Tennis Club, Emerald Landcare, The Hills Toast Masters, U3A,
Casey Cardinia Libraries, Cardinia Shire Council, Emerald Arts
Society, Johns Hill Landcare and Worrell Reserve Committee.
Citizen of the Year awards were posthumously bestowed
upon local artist and long-time Emerald Art Society member John Dudley and to David Greenaway, founder of
Gemco Theatre Company, for their tireless contributions
to the arts in Emerald. The awards were received by John’s
wife, June Dudley and David’s son, Matt Greenaway.
The Emerald Village Committee would like to thank the
Emerald RSL for hosting the event and Emerald Community
House for providing the catering.

John Dudley [left] & David Greenaway [right]

EMERALD NETWORK NIGHT

All local community groups and organisations are encouraged to attend future meetings. For further information
please contact the Emerald Village Committee.

The annual community networking meeting for the
Emerald Village Committee was held at the Emerald RSL
on October 24th this year. The meeting provided an opportunity for community organisations and groups to meet
with one another and report on their current and future
activities and to build social capital through collaboration
and inclusion. The annual networking meeting also provided an opportunity for community groups to meet with their
local council representatives.

DICK BARTLEY

11 YEARS IN EMERALD

Chairperson - Emerald Village Committee

Outgoing mayor and local ward councillor, Cr Collin Ross engaged with the 25 groups in attendance including RSL, CFA,
Emerald Community House, The Men’s Shed, Rotary, Lions,
11
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HAIR REMOVAL, & MORE
BOOK ONLINE : www.hushcosmetics.com.au
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2/11 Kilvington Drive, EMERALD VIC 3782
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A JOURNEY THROUGH
LIGHT AND SHADOW

'ReBirth'

“I think it's important to talk about these issues, especially
at a time when violence against women and addiction are
at an all-time high. These things need to be spoken about
openly more than ever,” she says.

Martha Silver Breninger is an Emerald mixed media artist who
specialises in soft pastels, acrylics, oils and felt work. Five years
ago, Martha began on a journey of healing from significant
domestic violence trauma and associated addiction using art
as one of her therapies. Two years into her recovery she put
together her first solo exhibition at Arvy’s Gallery in Olinda.
That show was aptly named ‘ReBirth’, taking the viewer along
on her journey towards recovery.

Martha's work expresses her deep relationship with nature
and the feminine and her love of the world of fantasy. Well
known for her felted dragons, fairies and mermaids, Martha
also produces a popular range of magical art for both adults
and children. She’s also very fond of cats - she now has three.

Martha is currently preparing for her second solo exhibition to
be held in April 2019. ‘A Journey Through Light and Shadow’ will
focus on the peace, happiness and healing that has been found
in recovery while still exploring the ongoing effects that addiction and violence trauma has on the mind, body and spirit.

Determination and persistence have been key elements in
Martha’s journey to recovery and her art work now adorns the
walls of several clinical healing centres including wellness centres and psychology practices. She was also invited to design
the artwork for the 2018 PAVE festival programme, working
with the theme 'Rejuvenate, Rediscover, Rethink'.

“Art has played an important role in my healing journey,”
Martha says. “My work reflects that and hopefully through
it I can help others to remember their light and heal their
shadows.” She wants to challenge the feelings of shame
and isolation that victims of trauma and people who suffer addiction often experience. Martha hopes that in telling
her story she might inspire other people in similar circumstances who are suffering in silence.

Some of her work is currently on display at Forest Edge Stone
nursery in Kallista as part of the Magic of Nature exhibition,
where her April exhibition will be held. Martha’s artwork, felt,
cards and prints are available at Emerald Custom Framing,
Simply Wholesome in Emerald, the Emerald Twilight Market,
Geppetto's Workshop in Olinda and Cachets in Sassafras.
For more information see facebook.com/MarthaBreningerArt
MEREDITH COLE

MORE ARTICLES CONTINUE ON PAGE 19
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Program Guide
Term 4

All Welcome
please come in
& say hello

ECH PROGRAM

(October 8th - December 21st 2018)

Semester 2

Office open
Monday - Friday
9am - 4pm
(During School Terms)

Short course programs, children’s
programs, local events, venue hire,
activities & community projects

Supporting Local Community
Enterprise Zone:
Strengthening new opportunities
for local business development,
training pathways, volunteering
and pathways to employment

Our Vision is to be a place where connections are made and opportunities are realised.
Our Mission is to consistently meet the needs of the community by providing
quality community development activities, programs and services.

Emerald Community House Inc.

356 - 358 Belgrave-Gembrook Rd, Emerald VIC 3782
Telephone: 03 5968 3881 Email: emhouse@iinet.net.au
www.emeraldcommunityhouse.org.au
‘Find us’ on Facebook - www.facebook.com/emeraldcommunityhouse
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Membership, Course Enrolment Details & Conditions
Membership Fees
$10 for individuals and $15 for families applies to all users accessing any of the services at Emerald
Community House (ECH). The membership fee is an annual fee from January to December and goes
towards House facilities and maintenance, community grant support, insurance, free community wifi and
other house expenses. Further details online.
Course Enrolment
Enrolment/membership forms are available at the office or online www.emeraldcommunityhouse.org.au.
Course cancellations may occur if minimum class numbers aren’t achieved. Terms/Conditions are also
online. NOTE: Course times and activity details are correct as at time of printing, but may be subject to
change at the discretion of management.training to people from all walks of life.

ECH PROGRAM
Dig In Community Cafe

The Dig In Community Café is an ECH initiative to promote community
volunteering, job skills and connections. ECH practices community dining
as an exercise in preparedness and community engagement. Run by
community volunteers under the House Manager, The Dig In Community
Café provides a range of volunteer opportunities including menu planning,
food preparation, cooking, venue setting, set-up,
pack up and
dishwashing. Donations are kindly accepted to keep the café going.
Volunteers and diners all enjoy a fun night and it’s a great outlet to make
new friends and eat together around the community table. This takes place
on the last Friday of every month, unless otherwise posted. Other
community groups are encouraged to get involved and run a Dig In
Community dining event of their own.
Volunteers and food donations always welcome!
Thank you to all of our Dig In Community Café regular sponsors (Emerald Woolworths,
Emerald Bakery & Cockatoo Bakery) and our wonderful team of volunteers!
Dates: Friday December 21st
Venue: ECH Hall
Time:
6-8pm

The Dig in Community Café is one of a collection of programs recognised by Monash/EMV Resilience
Compendium in Victoria and EMV’s Community Resilience Framework
Dandenong Ranges Repair Café — Free Workshop
Come along to the next session on Sunday December 16th between 12-2pm
at Emerald Community House during the Market and meet others interested in
promoting sustainability projects.
Find out more about the International Repair Café movement at www.repaircafe.org
Bring any broken items to be repaired by volunteers, including small household appliances,
clothes, bikes, jewellery, bags and small pieces of furniture. Items need to be easily handled
and transported by you. Further details for the session will be promoted on online.
Supported by volunteers, Emerald Community House and the Upwey Township Group Tool Library, this
project is looking for more people with practical skills to help at sessions throughout townships in the hills.
Enquire via the website below to get involved and support the reduction of waste, learn new skills and
meet wonderful people sharing their knowledge and encouraging others to repair rather than replace.
www.dandenongrangesrepaircafe.community
Page 2

facebook.com/dandenongrangesrepaircafe
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Children’s Programs
Occasional Childcare

Emerald Community House is a registered licensed childcare provider operating an affordable community
based program. Occasional childcare is available on Monday, Tuesday (3 yr old +), Wednesday & Friday.
Sessions for 12mths - 5 year olds (Monday, Wednesday, Friday)
9:30am - 2:30pm
$40 per child
‘Kidzplay’ - 3 year old & over (Tuesdays)
9:30am - 2:30pm
$45 per child

ECH PROGRAM

Includes Spanish session run by Pilar Nesvara from ‘Global Kids’ which strengthens children’s
reading, writing and mathematic development and through diverse cultural experiences. Inspires
imagination, compassion, empathy and builds a sense of belonging.
NEW Casual rate:
$10 per hour, per child (minimum 2hrs)
Our play & learning program offers lots of fun, love and social activities. Special experiences are provided
each day, taking into account the children’s natural interests, and designed to promote their social,
physical, intellectual, language and emotional development.

‘Bean Sprouts’ Playgroup

Facilitator: Adam Byron-Thomsen
Our facilitated playgroup is turning green with a focus on sustainable practices and naturally fun activities.
Sourcing recycled materials, feeding the worm farm, recycled paper mache fun, planting and playing in
edible garden spaces and making craft from natural materials teaches kids about our environment from
the start. This playgroup is the perfect introduction to our suite of childcare programs. Small children
practice the fine art of getting along with others & trying new ways to play. A regular playgroup can be
great for mums, dads, grandparents and caregivers too, especially if they are new to the community and
want to meet other parents with children. Term Fees apply.
Time & Venue:

9:30am - 11:30am Thursdays during Term, ECH Child Care Room & Playground

Out-of-School Hours (OOSH) care
Emerald Community House is a registered licensed childcare provider operating OOSH program for each
weekday and supervises travel between Emerald Primary School to ECH. The program is self-funded by
ECH as a community enterprise.
A substantial and nutritious breakfast and afternoon tea is provided within the cost of the program. Fun
activities include arts & crafts, books, board games, outdoor activities, games and lots more. Laptop
computers and internet access are also available to use for homework .
Morning - 6:30am - 9am
Afternoon - 3:30pm - 6:30pm
Page 3

$18 per child
$20 per child
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2019 Programs
Wellbeing Program
Course Code WP

With Karen Jinnette & Dianne Edwards

Health & Wellbeing

QiGong for Health & Healing
Course Code QG

With Maxine Gardner

Workplace Skills

Introduction to Working in the Wine Industry
Course Code IWW
With Janette Connell

ECH PROGRAM

Introduction to Travel and Tourism
Course Code ITT
With Janette Connell

Developing your Skills for the Workplace
Course Code DYSW

With Sharyn Thomas

Computers (Day Sessions)

Course Code CD

Flexible Delivery

With Julia Foster

Everyday Literacy through Cooking
Course Code ALTC

Indian Cooking
Course Code IC

Cooking Courses

With Sharyn Thomas

With Divesh & Neena Sareen

Indonesian, Sri Lankan & Afghan Cooking
Course Code IN

With Hanny Schoen

Developing your Writing Skills

Course Code DYWS

Writers Courses

With Maria Millers

Book Writers’ Workshop
Course Code WW

Literacy for Adults with a Disability

Literacy & Numeracy

Permaculture Design Course

Sustainability

Course Code ALFA

Course Code PDDC

With Dianne Edwards

With Peter Allen

Introduction to Sustainable Design Practices
Course Code ISDP
With Adam Byron-Thomsen

Full details in January edition for Term 1
Page 4
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Workplace Skills
Hospitality Work Ready Training * (Course Code HT)
The Hospitality Work Ready Training is an accredited Work Skills program conducted over
one day. It is aimed at providing participants the skills to be Work Ready to gain employment
in the hospitality industry. During this hands on course participants will prepare a variety of dishes. Learn
the fundamental skills to build your knowledge of the industry. Experience an insight into the professional
operation of a commercial kitchen. Develop skills required to work in the ever expanding hospitality sector.
Skills covered in practical training & upon completion of workbook participants will achieve;
SITXFSA001 Use hygienic practices for food safety
* Please note: Individuals cannot be enrolled if they are
SITHFAB002 Responsible service of alcohol
currently studying as secondary students due to extra

ECH PROGRAM

Date:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:

conditions for eligibility of participants for the Hospitality

Saturday December 8th
Training course. Please discuss any queries with the
9am - 4pm, ECH Hall
ECH Coordinator to confirm.
$75
More courses running in 2019!

Provide CPR (Course Code HLTAID001)

Covering both the knowledge requirements and practical skills required to perform CPR on an
infant / adult, the use of an AED, and the requirements for providing an incident/injury report.
Date:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:

Saturday December 15th (1 session)
9.30am - 11.30am, ECH Childcare Room
$70 per person (All prices include ECH admin fees)

Provide First Aid - Includes CPR (Course Code HLTAID003 - Blended Delivery)

The ability to deliver first aid can often mean the difference between life and death. Practical
competencies in class, includes theory and assessments to be completed at home first.
Date:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:

Saturday December 15th (1 session)
9.30am - 1.30pm, ECH Childcare Room
$140 per person (All prices include ECH admin fees)
More courses running in 2019!

Cheese Making
Course Code CM

Garden & Environment
With Peter Allen

Learn to make both feta & camembert, but choose one to take home. Pot set yogurts (Greek or ABY) &
Quark You will take home your own 3 products with you. All materials are supplied, full class notes
supplied cover all these products. Please bring lunch to share.
Dates:
Saturday December 8th (1 session)
Time & Venue: 9am - 4pm, Telopea Mountain Permaculture, 134 Invermay Road, Monbulk
Course Fee:
$137.50 (inc GST)
Why not buy an ECH gift
certificate for your family &
friends? You name the
value and it can be used
for courses, venue hire or
membership.
Available at ECH reception.
Enquiries 5968 3881
Page 5
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Upcoming Market Dates
Twilight Market Sun December 16th
Sun January 20th
Sun February 17th
Sun March 17th
Sun April 21st
Sun May 19th
Sun June 16th

ECH PROGRAM

Variety of Stall holders
Clothing
Community Groups
Drinks / Food
Fresh Produce
Gifts
Health
Handcrafts
Jewellery
Soy candles & more
Funds raised from market
stall fees support the
Emerald Community House notfor profit continue running
events, programs & community
development projects

2018T4_03DEC18_v8
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FULL OF SURPRISES
Most locals know the secrets of the Emerald Market but if
you haven’t been for a while, you might be surprised.
The market covers a large area. In a beautiful setting starting with one of the most popular stalls, 'Give Paws' who sell
dog treats and healthy pet foods outside the Post Office.
Stalls then meander along through what some locals refer
to as the village green, a small car park and grassed triangle in between the Commonwealth Bank and Stockdale
and Leggo Real Estate. This area was the site of the original market when it moved from Emerald Lake to this central location around 10 years ago. The original market was
no more than 25 stalls in total!

Peter Cook discussing local sustainability initiatives
Inside the 100 year old, heritage weatherboard church hall
you’ll find lovely treasures including soaps, tea cosies, cards
and other quirky items that make wonderful gifts. Wander
out the opposite door way and the market just keeps going with a jumping castle, face painting and other activities
to entertain the kids while you investigate the stalls in the
yard and inside the brick building beyond. Ah! Smell that
aromatherapy as you enter the building and pick up some
of Marie’s home cooked cakes, biscuits or jams. I challenge
you to find a better mince tart.

Now the market boasts around 90 stalls, which continue
under the trees and along the service road in front of the
Commonwealth Bank and Marloi Thai. In this area, you’ll
find coffee and food stalls including an interesting mix of
Chinese Dumplings, Turkish Gozleme, Filipino BBQ, pulled
pork rolls and much more. Bring your own reusable cup or
use one of ours to keep disposable cups out of landfill. If
you’re early, you’ll be able to pick up your artisan bread and
pastries from local bread makers Scott and Cathy Magee
from The Artisan Crust. While you’re there, taste the extensive selection of jams, oils, chutneys, sauces and home
baked Polish cakes. Pick up your vegie seedlings or turmeric
products for your aches and pains.

One of the latest and most appreciated activities of the
market is the Repair Café. Bring along items in need of repair and chat to the volunteers who are crazy about and
skilled at repairing items to keep them out of landfill. The
repair café operates from the front of the community house
building so enter from the front verandah, near the yellow
brick road mosaic on the arts history display.

Keep walking up to the cul de sac of the service road toward the famous bus shelter, where you’ll find plants and
flowers galore, everything from ground covers to trees, succulents to cottage annuals, perennials and hardy drought
resistant natives on display. Who knew there were so many
different varieties of spuds available from the truck in the
laneway beside the church hall!

There’s so much to see at Emerald Market so allow a few
hours to fully explore.
NON BLAIR

Committee of Management President
Emerald Community House

Automotive service & repairs
4WD –CARS –PETROL –DIESEL
5968 6031
297 Belgrave-Gembrook Road, Emerald
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THE SEASON FOR GIVING BEGINS
AT EMERALD LIBRARY
Casey Cardinia Libraries (CCL) is establishing 'Forgiving Trees'
at every branch in the lead up to the festive season.
Members of the community are encouraged to contribute
items of food or unwrapped new gifts for locals in need of a
helping hand. This year, Emerald Library has partnered with
Barry Plant Emerald and Emerald Community House to help
those who need some extra support.
“CCL are really grateful for the opportunity to work with local charity partners to celebrate the spirit of giving within our
community,” said CCL CEO Chris Buckingham. “The Forgiving
Tree is a living example of how Libraries Change Lives.”
During the campaign, overdue, lost or damaged items may
be returned with no penalty in exchange for donated goods.

The campaign runs from November 7th until Christmas Eve.
All CCL branches will accept non-perishable food with intact
packaging and best before dates in 2019. Christmas gifts
should be new and unwrapped.

Because CCL have not been collecting overdue fines from
borrowers in 2018, the Forgiving Tree has also been opened
up for everyone to make a contribution even if they do not
have any outstanding fines.

For a photo opportunity with our Christmas tree please contact jessica.nichols@cclc.vic.gov.au 5949 4600

“Our community has responded so generously in the last couple of years. It makes a big difference for locals doing it tough”
said Buckingham.

JESS NICHOLS

Team Leader Emerald Library

HISTORY

GEMBROOK REMEMBERS
One hundred years ago on November 11th the Armistice was
signed bringing the First World War to an end. The people
of Gembrook turned out in large numbers and even some
descendants of soldiers originally from Gembrook also came
from further afield. Cr. Letitia Wilmot was in attendance
as was Andrew Gordon whose great uncle Will Dyson was
Australia’s first war artist.
Greg Scott addressed the community and spoke about
those who served while Paul Barbieri read from the
bible and led the people in reciting the Lord’s Prayer. Norm
Smith, RSL president, recited the poem ‘In Flanders Fields’.
In a touching moment that brought tears to the eyes of
many in attendance, the school choir sang ‘God Save the
Queen’ and ‘Waltzing Matilda’. A minute's silence was then
observed, the Last Post and Reveille were played and
wreaths were laid. It was a moving and fitting commemoration to mark 100 years since the end of the Great War.
The Gembrook RSL would like to thank all those who attended and in particular would like to thank those who
contributed to organising the event and for the wonderful
catering provided. It was very pleasing to see such a great
community effort to honour our fallen soldiers.
NORM SMITH
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Merry Christmas
The entire team here at Stockdale & Leggo Yarra Ranges would like to wish everyone
a happy and safe Christmas and New Year.
Thinking of buying during the holidays? Check out this new listing in Monbulk.

3 VIKA AVENUE, MONBULK
A Taste of Yesteryear
• Full of character
• 2 Living Areas
• Updated Kitchen

3
• Enclosed Outdoor Entertaining Area
• Garage, Cubby and Chook House
• Land: 1270 sqm

FOR SALE

2

INSPECT
By appointment or
as advertised

Stockdale & Leggo Yarra Ranges
3A Kilvington Drive, Emerald
P 03 5968 3933 W stockdaleleggo.com.au/yarraranges E yarraranges@stockdaleleggo.com.au
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HELP FOR FIRST HOME BUYERS

the ATO website and check out the FHSS requirements.
If you’re eligible for the scheme you just need to decide
whether you really want in. Does it really benefit you?

Attention all renters and wishful first home buyers! The
government has released another ‘brilliant’ scheme to get
us onto our feet and into our new homes before we can say
“smashed avocado” or at least before rental agreements
run out.

Let’s talk pros and cons. The FHSS has some great drawcards and could potentially reduce the amount of tax on
the sacrificed salary – a boon to those who are heavily
taxed. However, if you’re making less than the taxable income threshold, you may find there’s no real benefit. On the
other hand, the enforced and dedicated savings protected
from an unsteady market might be just what you need if
you need structure.

The First Home Super Saver (FHSS) scheme encourages
young professionals – aka GenY - to sacrifice some of their
pre-tax weekly wages and direct that sum into their super
accounts. This portion is taxed no more than 15%. Personal
contributions and any interest earned can be accessed
when it’s time to make that offer on a first time home
purchase.

Regardless of changing circumstances, you can't access
money you contribute unless you're putting in an offer on
a property. If you do access your money without making
an offer, or are retiring you're hit with major exit fees. It’s
also important to consider the cost of admin fees and the
inability to access your savings at any time. Furthermore,
there is a risk of legislative changes impacting this scheme.

Doesn’t it sound awesome? For some I’m sure it will be but
listen up. Investors need to be savvy with their savings and
make every dollar work for their wealth, modest as it may
be. This scheme isn’t without its risks and restrictions.

I strongly encourage you to sit down and spend just one
hour looking into your current situation and what you could
get out of this offer. With careful planning and a will to succeed, there is no reason to doubt that one day you will be
able to afford your first home.

To access FHSS you must be over 18 and have never owned
any property. You need to be new to the scheme with no
prior FHSS payouts or requests. If you’re keen to get the
low-down on entering the property market asap, you will
probably qualify. If not, there's still hope. Legislation around
this scheme includes a provision allowing for those who
have previously owned a property but lost ownership of all
property interests due to financial hardship. To apply for
the scheme under the ‘financial hardship provision log onto

KATIE WOODS

Sales Manager – Kaye Charles Real Estate (Emerald)

MARKETING
LOCAL
DYNAMIC
DIFFERENT
FOCUSED
HILLS
CREATIVE
TRUST
1st CLASS
RESULTS
PASSIONATE
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6 Christians
Avenue, Emerald

7 Majestic Drive,
Emerald

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Absolutely nothing to do but move in and enjoy. Perfect
pocket rocket of a downsizer. Near Avonsleigh general store,
Bam Bam Italian & transport, this modern brick home sits
privately on a neat, easy to manage, fully fenced block.

Set perfectly on 2605m2 (approx), this generously sized
home of 34 squares provides an enviable lifestyle on a fully
sealed road with classic brick facade and colonial windows.

Contact Katie Woods on 0428 744 498 for more information or a private tour of either of these properties.
Kaye Charles Real Estate
12a Kilvington Drive, Emerald – Office closes December 22nd and reopens January 7th
COMMUNITY

probably doesn’t feel this is a lot to do but it means a lot to
the volunteers. Most have been there from 6am and are still
there, packing up at 4pm. This little token puts a smile on
their faces and shows them that they are appreciated.
Emerald Community House usually orders flowers from
Dave if we have an event or occasion that requires flowers.
He always delivers what he promises and more. He’ll make
sure our order’s ready when we need it even if we haven’t given him much notice. He’s local and we know the flowers are
always beautiful and fresh. When we order our wreath from
him for Remembrance Day or Anzac Day, he won’t let us pay,
saying that it’s his contribution. His wreath is always stunning, using native flowers that he grows and picks himself.
Every year, Dave generously opens his gates and welcomes
in PAVE volunteers to run an event at his stunningly scenic
gardens. The views are spectacular and in Autumn, there is
a mix of hues from yellows and greens to pinks and reds. It’s
such a treat to wander through his paths and around each
corner is another postcard view.
Visit Dave at the Emerald Market between the hall and
Emerald Medical Centre. Say, Hi, shake his hand and say,
“Well done and thanks”. It’s people like Dave Hoskin that
make the world a better place and we wanted to express our
gratitude to Dave for all he does.

Dave at his Teleopea Gardens property

GIFTS FROM THE GARDEN
Every now and then, you come across a special person who
is positively contributing to the world in subtle but important
ways. Dave Hoskin is one of those people – quietly spoken
gentleman in the true sense of the word.
You might have seen Dave selling flowers and plants with
Annie at the Emerald or Kallista Market. You might have visited his amazing garden 'Telopea Gardens' during one of his
Open Gardens or a PAVE Circling the Brink event. Perhaps
you’ve heard him on the radio when he used to host a folk
show on our local FM station.
Dave doesn’t make a fuss, he just gets on with things in
his own understated way. But we notice his kindness and
thought it was worth pointing it out.
Every month after the Emerald Market, Dave makes sure
that all the volunteers go home with a posy of flowers. He
23
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Committee of Management President
Emerald Community House

Education Seminars
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BESTEducation
OF ART SHOWSeminars
It was a packed house at the opening of Emerald Arts Society’s
49th Annual Art Exhibition on Saturday November 3rd. The
quality of the entries in each of the categories was extremely
high and visitors to the Emerald Arts Society were visibly impressed by the talents of the entrants, both young and old.

Supporting the arts and enjoying the show were representatives from Cardinia Shire, the Mayor, Cr. Collin Ross,
Deputy Mayor Cr. Brett Owen and Cr. Jeff Springfield as
well as teachers from the local schools, representatives
from local groups and businesses within the community
along with the artists and their family and friends.
With over $4000 in prizes there were plenty of awards on offer, the most prestigious being ‘Best in Show’ for Adults and
‘Best NextGen Artist’ under 20 yrs. Our congratulations go
to winners Maxwell Wilks and Mitchell Edwards respectively.

Best in Show Open winner Maxwell Wilks with ‘Lost in the Thistles’

There were also seven best category awards for the adults
which were
awarded to Chris Britton (printmaking), Judi
:RUNLQJWRJHWKHUWRZDUGVKHDOWKLHUPLQGV
Roberts (pastel), Aldo Bellemo (drawing), Barbara Thomas

(photography), Annette Slattery (other media), Sue Jarvis
(oils/acrylics) and Kay Craig (watercolour).
In the NextGen section there were winners in three categories – Poppy Rumoller in the under 10 category, Noah
Charters under 15 and Shona O’Brien under 20.

Education Seminars

Our congratulations go not just to those who received
awards but to everyone who entered the art exhibition and
helped to make it such a wonderful display of artwork.

6\YWYHJ[PJLVɈLYZ,K\JH[PVU:LTPUHYZ
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Emerald Arts Society is very grateful to the Shire of Cardinia
for its support
as well as The
all the businesses
and groups
that
throughout
the year.
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BIDDING
FOR
POWER

Few issues in contemporary
political debate are as hard
to grasp and keep track of
as energy policy. In large
part this reflects the turbulence and polarisation of
Australian politics over the
last decade.
Remember
back in 2009 when there
seemed to be a bipartisan
consensus on energy policy
until Malcolm Turnbull, as
opposition leader, was rolled
by Tony Abbott on precisely
this issue? Since then, during the Rudd-Gillard-RuddAbbott-Turnbull-Morrison
years, there has been a
shameful backtracking on
any energy policy that has
any meaningful element of
emissions reduction. There
has been a true race to
the bottom as even stopgap measures such as the
National Energy Guarantee
(NEG) have been shelved
without even achieving the
shelf life of yoghurt.
Against this confusing background it was refreshing to
hear Alan Pears, a Senior
Industry Fellow at RMIT
University, provide a comprehensive yet comprehensible, overview of the current
state of play. This was a joint
initiative of the Dandenong
Ranges Renewable Energy
Association (DRREA) and
Emerald U3A. There was
keen interest in the presentation with the meeting room
at the Emerald Library being
filled to capacity.
Alan Pears is a master of this
subject having been an environmental consultant and a
pioneer of energy efficiency

Alan Pears – Senior Industry
Fellow at RMIT University

policy in Australia since the
late 1970s. Anyone subscribing to the Alternative
Technology
Association’s
magazine, ReNew, will be
familiar with his column that
has been running continually
for more than twenty years.

Photo by Alessandro Bianchi on Unsplash

Commission which is responsible for the development
of the Australian National
Electricity Rules as the force
of law within the NEM. These
rules are overseen by the
Australian Energy Regulator
while the day to day operation of the NEM is regulated
by the Australian Energy
Market Operator (AEMO).

It is impossible to summarise
all the insights from this very
extensive presentation that
dealt with many themes over
the course of about an hour.
However, Alan Pears generously left a copy of the slides
from the presentation to be
shared with others. Those
wishing to get a copy can do
so by contacting Peter Cook,
the President of DRREA on
pcook@wildcoast.net.au

This wholesale electricity
market involves competitive
bidding, long-term contracts and risk management
strategies. As Alan Pears
explained this is a highly dynamic process, particularly in
relation to the ‘spot’ market
that is operated by AEMO.
This calls for bids from electricity generators every five
minutes to supply enough
electricity to meet demand
across the NEM - a complex
centrally-coordinated
dispatch process. For instance,
if eight electricity generators

One example illustrated
how Alan Pears was able to
make the complex National
Electricity Market more understandable. The system of
energy supply that has operated since late December
1998 in Queensland, New
South Wales, ACT, Victoria,
Tasmania
and
South
Australia is the National
Electricity Market (NEM).
This extremely complex arrangement links the electricity transmission grids of
these states in a cross-state
wholesale electricity market
with a number of layers of
regulation and regulatory institutions. These include the
Australian Energy Market
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bidding $10, $20, $40, $80,
$100, $300, $1,000 and
$5,000 respectively and the
required amount of megawatt hours can be supplied
by the three cheapest bidding generators, then all
three of these generators
would be paid at the rate of
the highest of three bidders.
If the required amount of
electricity needed the supply of all eight generators
then again all would be paid
at rate of the highest bidder. This shows why costs in
the spot market can gyrate
enormously, particularly during periods of peak demand
such as summer heatwaves.
Thanks to DRREA and
Emerald U3A for bringing
such a knowledgeable and
lucid speaker to shine light on
these issues. Look out for further forums that DRREA will
be holding in the future.
ALAN CLAYTON
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CHRISTMAS IS JUST ONE DAY

it’s only 15 minutes a day. Get outside for a walk, climb some
hills (we have plenty of them!), play with the kids.
Manage all the social occasions. Eat before you go, stay away
from the buffet. For every glass of alcohol, drink a glass of water and stick with the concept of alcohol free days. The Silly
Season is no reason to be, well, silly!

If you’re like most people, the Christmas season is a time of
mixed emotions. You may be excited or anxious to spend time
with family and that can lead to all kinds of comfort eating.
Parties and social occasions seem to abound from Melbourne
Cup weekend through to Australia Day. If you aren’t consciously managing your exercise routine and your food intake
then that two months can do a lot of damage to your fitness
and your waistline.

And does this mean you can’t splurge a little on Christmas day?
No, not at all, but you have all of those days between now and
the start of 2019 where small habits can begin to be formed
and new practices can be put into place. Pay attention to
how your food is prepared, choose grilled rather than fried.
Your meals and snacks should always include a good serving of protein. Add in some good fats and enjoy them. Include
lots of fibre. Load up with salads and veggies. And lay off the
starches - especially the sugary, processed stuff.

While the days are long and light, in theory there should
be heaps of opportunity to get outdoors and exercise but
in reality busy schedules can make this hard. And the food!
It’s everywhere. Platters here, drinks nights there, food gifts
and it’s all yummy treat food that becomes the norm rather than the exception.

Use these tips and you'll not only avoid stacking on the weight;
you'll start 2019 looking your best yet.

Your efforts require wholesale lifestyle changes and a shift in
mindset, so I’m going to challenge you to start right now, not
after Christmas. Make it a priority to move your body. Even if

LISA BULLOCK

Lisa Bullock is a Personal Trainer based in Emerald. She’s run
her successful fitness business, Lisa Bullock Fitness, for nearly
20 years and has trained over 1000 clients helping them reach
their health, fitness and wellness goals. She believes that consistency is key to achieving goals. Lisa loves weight training
with a passion; she’s boxed for nearly 20 years and expects to
be doing both for decades to come. She’s faced her own health
and weight issues and come out fighting. She now specialises
in women’s health and fitness and loves helping women celebrate their strength and confidence, teaching them sustainable lifestyle and behaviour changes.

DANDENONG RANGES

Pilates

Back/neck pain
Sports injuries
Headaches
Overuse injuries

Remedial Massage

Sprains/strains
Falls & balance
Post-surgical rehab
Women’s health

www.drphysio.com.au
9751 0400
- Opposite
Mt Dandenong
Hotel
OLINDA
- 9751
0400 - Opposite
Mt Dandenong
Hotel www.drphysio.com.au
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General Property / Site Clean ups
Driveways Graded & Retopped
Gravel and Mulch spread
Post Hole Digging
Retaining Walls
Excavation
Trenching

Orthotics

Bobcat & 1.7t Excavator

EMERALD
EMERALD
T R AC TO R
T R AC TO R
SERVICES

Christian Studham

0431 151 787
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Light / Flag Pole Installation
Augering to 3m deep
Tight Access 1m wide
General Chainsawing
24hr Animal Burial
Shed Cuts
Drains

EMERALD
EMERALD
T R AC TO R
T R AC TO R
SERVICES
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UNWRAPPING CHRISTMAS
I love Christmas. I love the lights, the tree, the decorations,
the gifts and of course the food but most of all I love the
excitement and joy on the kid’s faces when the tree goes up
and the prettily wrapped presents begin to appear.
Since I’ve begun this journey towards zero plastic, I am determined to celebrate Christmas as plastic free as possible.
The season to be festive, bright and for me sometimes very
wasteful has set a new challenge in my mission.
The desire to make everyone happy in a tight time frame
can lead us into some poor decision making. The feeling
of panic that you haven't shown your nearest and dearest how much you love them can cause you to spend more
money on yet more merchandise. I have spent most of
November thinking about how I can make better choices
this year and what is really needed to make Christmas a
great celebration.

Photo by Wesley Tingey on Unsplash

daredevil in your family might like the chance to drive a racing car. You could even get the family together and buy one
epic experience.

Let's start with advent calendars. I adore advent calendars.
Having not had much experience with them as a child I
have gleefully jumped on this sleigh, singing Jingle Bells all
the way! We have a refillable patchwork calendar with 25
pockets and each night a new surprise appears. Chocolate
coins, pencils or little gifts. This year I am going for a different angle – active advent calendars. Instead of tangible
items, you place a little note in the pocket of the advent
calendar with a festive activity to do that day. Activity
ideas include things to add decoration to presents, an excursion to pick fruit for Christmas day, making gift cards,
baking biscuits to give to friends or neighbours or learning
a new Christmas carol. The ideas are endless and I think it
just might bring back some of the joy and take the focus
off shopping.

Two other excellent gift ideas include shopping from local
artists or replacing disposable items with permanent ones.
Make local traders do a jig this year when you purchase
from small business. Or give people things they can use for
the rest of their lives such as keep cups, bees wax wraps,
metal lunch boxes and drink bottles or metal straws. If
the gift you want to buy is a disposable item then hunt for
something beautiful that’s made to last and can be loved
for a lifetime instead.
The one item at Christmas I would truly advocate for
spending extra money on is food. The majority of our local butchers sell free range products these days, so if you
have not been to the butcher in a while maybe it is time
to place an order for your free range turkey or ham. All the
local butchers I have been to lately have been happy to let
me use my own containers, although I have yet to find a
container big enough to fit a turkey. Find a local farm store
or a great fruit and veg shop or step off the beaten track to
see what is being offered by smaller producers with heart
and pride.

Presents for the children are the hardest things to reinvent. Between parents it is like an arms race out there but
I think that many children in the local area have more than
they could ever play with already. The four gift rule is a sensible way to proceed (something they want, something they
need, something to wear and something to read). The four
present guideline is a good place to start when thinking
about how much your children have and how much they truly need. It does help if your partner agrees with this strategy.

Christmas doesn’t have to be the kind of experience where
we give up everything. Instead I am hoping we can spend
Christmas together, preparing for and enjoying the season of
giving. I am going to spend this month making, creating and
thoughtfully procuring things for Christmas with my children.
I am going to support local shops run by local people so that
my immediate community benefits from my actions.

The gift of memories is always a pleasure - event tickets,
experience days and memberships all being fantastic gifts
which are also much more sustainable. A Puffing Billy Toy
Library membership is only $50 and you can rent 4 toys
every 2 weeks throughout the year and they are constantly
purchasing new toys! Your parents might like a membership to a gardening group that shares knowledge or the

In the end the most important thing this Christmas and
every Christmas, is having my family and friends celebrating another year of good times and bad and being together
again through it all.

A-VIEW GLASS

MEAGHAN FREE

Window Glass Repairs 24/7
Mirrors, Pet Doors, Cut to size

5968 5690

www.aviewglass.com.au
Accredited Glazier V1132
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EMERALD MESSENGER AT APWT
The 2018 Asia Pacific Writers and Translators Conference is
returning to Australia after 7 years of travel around the Asia
Pacific region. Now in its 11th year, APWT’s delegates are
coming from as far away as the Philippines, China, Singapore,
Malaysia, Hong Kong, Indonesia, United States, Bangladesh
and Dubai as well as Emerald Victoria, just to name a few.
This year’s event is to be held on the Gold Coast on December
5th -7th and the Emerald Messenger is in the program.
Mary Farrow, Manager of Emerald Community House
and editor of the Emerald Messenger will be moderating
two sessions of the 3 day event. She will be interviewing
Heather Ellis, who set out to travel alone across Africa on
a motorbike in the 1990s, an adventure recounted in her
inspiring book Ubuntu. An advocate for health and women
living with HIV in Australia, Heather will be in deep conversation about the journey and the craft of writing with Mary
in the ‘Meet the Author’ session. Heather has also been
teaching the Book Writers’ class at Emerald Community
House for the last 2 years.
‘Publishing and Journalism, Now and Then’ session will examine the past, present and future of the publishing sector. With
so much on offer on the internet and blogs, as well as immediate online news platforms and instant updates, how has
the shape of publishing and journalism changed in the last
several years? Is the traditional slow paced format of publishing a printed book, a journal or is news dying out? Where are
we headed next? Mary will be joined by prominent publishing
figures Phillip Edmonds, Ashley Hay, Yen-Rong Wong as they
discuss the challenges and opportunities ahead.
Phillip Edmonds has taught Australian Literature & Creative
writing for over twenty years. His most recent experience as
a publisher has been producing ‘Wet ink,’ the magazine of
‘new writing’ from 2005 to 2012. He has published three collections of short fiction, including The Soapbox. Ashley Hay is
a Brisbane based novelist and essayist. Her latest novel is A
Hundred Small Lessons. She is the editor of the multi-award
winning Griffith Review. Yen-Rong Wong is a Brisbane-based
writer and the founding editor of Pencilled In, a magazine

Katharine Susannah Prichard writer-in-residence for 2019, Yen-Rong Wong

devoted to publishing and championing the work of Asian
Australian writers and artists. Shortlisted for the Deborah
Cass Prize in 2017 and for the Queensland Premier’s Young
Publishers and Writers Award in 2018, she will be a Katharine
Susannah Prichard writer-in-residence for 2019.
Messenger readers will be aware of the link to Katharine
Susannah Prichard with Emerald’s literary history as discussed in the inaugural Emerald Messenger edition and
featured in detail for the October publication.

Heather Ellis, local author and chair of Positive Women Victoria
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GOLDEN GIRL WINS HAMMER
In 2015, Emerald Community House approached the
Pakenham Bunnings Warehouse Community Activities
Organiser Ms April Wilkinson for assistance in developing the
ECH kitchen garden project. Using a garden project is a novel
way to increase literacy and numeracy skills as well as the benefits of eating fresh food and maintaining a healthy lifestyle.

April generously came to assist with garden materials, potting mix, seedlings, fertiliser, compost bins, spray packs,
spades, forks, sun hats and gloves.
Since then Bunnings Pakenham have donated many other
items including seedlings and a variety of herbs for our vegetable garden. Our learners have thoroughly enjoyed reading about the plants, assisting with planting, watering and
maintaining the garden.

commitment and many achievements over the years in
support of ECH programs.

The ECH Kitchen Garden Project has provided an opportunity for all ages and abilities throughout the Children’s
Services Program to learn about sustainability as well as
plant needs and natural pest control methods.

It seems there is no limit to April’s dedication in community engagement. Her community efforts have been nothing short of
'outstanding'. ECH looks forward to continuing to collaborate
with April and Bunnings Pakenham in 2019 and beyond.

April has also volunteered her time with ECH Wellbeing Group,
leading craft activities and projects including making tool caddies, pencil boxes, candle holders, sand art and photo frames.
Her committed dedication has provided ECH with raffle prizes for Mother’s Day and Father’s Day, Easter and Christmas
as well as providing many fun activities for our learners.

“I love coming out and spending time at the Emerald
Community House – the people are just so friendly. My job
is great!” April says.

Golden Hammer: Hand crafted by Geoffrey Pepperell ECH Volunteer

We welcome any interest from local businesses and volunteers who would like to support community activities especially those that contribute to the sustainable development
goals supported by the UN.

April, has an infectious smile, friendly and a caring, energetic, outgoing personality. She is a true community engagement facilitator getting involved with all learners across
ECH programs.

For more information please contact Emerald Community
House on (03) 5968 3881.
CHRISTINA SUTTON &

In July, 2018 April received the highest employee award
from Pakenham Bunnings for her outstanding achievements receiving Bunnings’ “Golden Hammer Award”.

DIANNE EDWARDS

Emerald Community House

On the 27th November, 2018 Emerald Community House
also acknowledged and awarded April Wilkinson with
their very own ‘Golden Hammer Award’ for her dedication,

Learn Local Adult Literacy & Numeracy.
Wellbeing Group & Children's Programs

ARTS & CULTURE

SCENES FOR LIFE
Recently the environment education centre at Birdsland
Reserve in Belgrave became host to the Hillscene LIVE festival showcasing work by various artists. The pristine setting, already drenched in natural beauty, became the perfect
companion for a celebration of creative endeavours including
poetry, live performance, soundscapes and immersive visual
experiences exploring different and deeply provoking topics.
Festival directors Toni Main and Justine Walsh superbly
brought together incredible experiences for artists and audiences to connect and share meaningful stories. Keep an eye
out for future seasons of this experimental live arts wonder!
Taking time to soak up the landscape and variety of artistic explorations

PHIL BYERS
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HILLS OF HOME

Back in the 1940s my family moved to Montrose with plans
to set up and run a plant nursery. This followed six moves in
less than three years as my parents attempted to transfer
from the north west of Victoria to the suburbs of Melbourne
to find a way of earning a living and ensure a sound secondary education for their children.
Life has a habit of making twists and turns in unexpected
ways for people. The nursery did not eventuate due to my father’s ill health, being considerably older than my mother, and
my mother never one to be daunted by circumstances took on
an accounting job with a firm of solicitors in the city. This necessitated a daily commute by bus and train of over an hour
each way, as it did for me travelling to school in Hawthorn.
But the compensations were enormous. As a child, I feasted on National Geographic magazine with their wonderful articles and superb photographs of people and places
around the world. The very name Montrose immediately
conjured up in my mind, Montrose of Scotland with hills covered in purple heather. It was no surprise to me therefore to
find the evening sun painting the slopes of Mt Dandenong
in a soft wash of mauve as it set each day over western
Melbourne. It never failed to touch a chord of joy and pleasure, even of love, in the core of my being.

Meanwhile, my after-school activities consisted almost
solely of feeding my passion for tennis. With a number of
young men who were studying at university, we met up
as soon as we got home to play tennis, even if sufficient
daylight only lasted for an hour. Weekends also were tennis
oriented, playing in a competition which took us as far as
Healesville. Our shared love of the game and the associated companionship experienced in playing and travelling
together made for a wonderfully happy childhood.
Many years went by and more relocations took place. My father died and my mother built a new home in Beaumaris but
she too was still drawn to our beloved hills. Close to retirement
she bought a property called ‘Five Acres’ at Kalorama, just
across the road from the oval. She planned to build yet another new home and create a wondrous garden on this charming
piece of hills land. A small simple shack on the property enabled many Saturday nights to be spent on a couple of camp
bed. Plans for the house, its location and planting of shrubs
were all put into gear until ultimately my mother realised she
would not be able to manage five acres on her own. Life threw
in one of its unexpected twists by re-introducing her to a man
whom she had known since her teenage years, now widowed.
She sub-divided the land and rearranged her plans to suit the
new dimensions. Within a year they had married and moved
away and ‘Five Acres’ was sold. Today, as far as can be seen
there are three or four properties on this acreage, built to accord with my mother’s sub-division.

Montrose in the mid-twentieth century consisted of a general store, a hall, butcher, school, oval and tennis courts.
There were houses along both sides of Mt Dandenong
Road and a few scattered through the bush. Not quite big
enough to be called a town it was known as a village.

Falls Road was one of my most special places. In 1949 I
could have bought a truly magnificent block of land there,
flattish towards the road then dropping away a little with
the most stunning view of Silvan Dam and the blue ranges
in the distance. As a schoolgirl I did not have fifty pounds
with which to buy my slice of heaven.

Our home sat close to the foot of Mt Dandenong. Our
short street ended at a creek with a magical array of sweet
smelling ferns; tree ferns, maiden hair ferns and tiny, delicate plants which enjoyed proximity to the cool, clear water, flourishing even in the hottest weather. We were surrounded by natural bush which disclosed many botanical
wonders including tiny spider orchids and pink and white
Australian heath when their moment of splendour arrived
each year. A fire had gone through the bush not too many
years before and, although the eucalypts were blackened,
no real damage had been done to the trees.

As the years passed, I married and returned to the hills to
live, purchasing a house and garden on one acre at Olinda.
The garden, on a small scale, could have competed with the
Botanical Gardens in Melbourne, thanks to its previous owners.
Always wanting to know what is down a certain road, many
happy hours before and after having children were spent following narrow unmade roads which meander throughout
the hills. At that time, many of them wound their way down
Hilton Road, Ferny Creek, the Basin-Olinda Road or Mountain
Highway. Subsequently, a number were sealed off preventing
access by cars but they can still be explored on foot.

Sometimes, at weekends, my mother and I walked from our
home up Mt Dandenong Road to visit plant nurseries at
Mt Dandenong, Olinda or Sassafras, returning down the
Old Coach Road from Five Ways at Kalorama. The contrast
with Sunraysia where I had been brought up was unbelievable. I could not believe that such natural beauty existed
in Australia and was filled with delight as each season unfurled. In spring it seemed that a preponderance of flowers in every shade of pink dominated. With glorious gold,
orange and rust leaves in Autumn. Winter brought a soft
misty rain with glimpses of the shining skeletal outlines of
trees – a picture of form and design. I fell in love and in doing so imagined that this was what England must be like. I
couldn’t wait to grow up and see the world.

After living in Olinda for many years, followed by stints in
England, Ferny Creek and Phillip Island, I call Emerald home
today. Montrose is now a suburb and it no longer has the appeal which filled my heart with joy as it once did. But to this
day nothing compares to the pull on my heart more than
an excuse to get in the car and drive to Ferny Creek, Olinda,
Sassafras, Mt Dandenong or Kalorama. Considerable changes have taken place throughout the hills but the beauty of
the natural environment, the superb European trees, the
unique and intoxicating smell of the forest remain to tug at
my heart and soul. When I visit any of these townships now
and, perhaps once again, follow some of the wonderful little
unmade side roads, I know I have come home.
BRENDA WEBB
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new initiative. The provision of live music will be a nice new
feature given the significant amount of al-fresco dining
that goes on in the main street of Gembrook. At present
no eateries or cafes provide any live music in Gembrook.
The recent loss of the nearby Ranges Hotel in a tragic fire
will certainly affect the dining scene in the area and so I
expect that this venue might be busy this summer.
The Station House Pizzeria is located at 66 Main St, Gembrook
and you can contact them by phone on (03) 5968 1315.
The Railyard Saloon Bar - Tecoma
This is a fascinating cafe/bar which started its life as a
shop selling unique and interesting Americana bric-abrac. Having gained their liquor licence this year the venue
now offers a cafe and bar service. This winter, The Railyard
began its program of live music every Saturday night and
Sunday afternoon and it’s proving to be popular. Music
typically starts at 8pm on Saturday evenings and 3pm on
Sunday afternoons. Food isn’t prepared on-site but they
have a good relationship with eateries nearby. So there is
no problem if you want to purchase food from a few shops
away and bring it back to eat whilst listening to music. In
my book, that’s a nice symbiotic relationship that bodes
well for good community.

GROOVIN' TO THE BEAT

Here are three new live music venues you may not know
about, all with new live music programs and all located in
the Dandenong Ranges. Whilst their principal businesses
are not music-based all share one common thing - a belief that music complements their core activity and they all
support live music by employing musicians on a regular basis. With rare exception, the entertainment is provided free
of charge whilst they cover the costs of the performances.

The music typically has some Americana influence and unsurprisingly you’ll probably hear a few train songs there. The
music presented is generally upbeat and up-tempo, particularly for Saturday nights. And if you can find time away from
your company and from the music, the decor can provide
you with hours of browsing entertainment. It’s like someone
transplanted a log cabin from the Appalachian Mountains
complete with a full winter’s provision of food and entertainment and plonked it in the foothills of Mt Dandenong.

Some cafes, bars and restaurants provide CD music but
there is nothing quite like live music to make your brew
smell better, your pizza taste yummier or to help you really
unwind and enjoy your relaxing time on your own or with
friends and family.
The Barn Owl Cafe - Silvan

The Railyard is located at 3/1545 Burwood Highway, Tecoma
and you can contact Matt by phone on 0417 790 090.

This is a large and well-appointed cafe that caters particularly well for families with children. It is comfortably laid
out, so you don’t have to worry about squeezing the baby
stroller through narrow table settings. They have spacious
grounds and room for kids to move and even to view their
entertaining chickens enclosed in a large pen.

Let’s all enjoy the hills with song and let’s support the places
that still value musicians and their live music!
JOSE GARCIA

Author’s disclaimer: I apologise if there are any
omissions or errors in the details provided.

In November, the cafe started a live music program on
weekends which typically goes from 12pm - 3pm. They try
and match their music with their relaxed, family-oriented
facilities. They serve food, coffee and offer a fully stocked
licensed bar. Please check directly with the cafe for session
times and to find out which musicians are playing or you
can check out their Facebook page.
The Barn Owl Cafe is found at 1 Parker Road, Silvan and
you can contact them by phone on (03) 9737 9546.
The Station House Pizzeria - Gembrook
Located right next to the Gembrook Puffing Billy Railway
Station, The Station House is ideally located for those who
are making the Puffing Billy experience their weekend adventure, or for those wanting to spend their weekend summer afternoons in the cool of the Dandenong Ranges.
The Station House is hoping to put on live music during the
summer months on the rear decking of the restaurant. This
is planned for Sunday afternoons but may evolve as it is a

Packed house at The Railyard Salon Bar
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CONCERTS GALLERIES SPORT CULTURE EVENTS THEATRE
A VERY VICTORIAN CHRISTMAS
DECEMBER 5th, 6th, 8th - Morning & Afternoon sessions
Santa Photos & Tree Display at Emerald Community
House Hall, 356 Belgrave-Gembrook Rd, Emerald
COCKATOO CAROLS BY CANDLELIGHT
DECEMBER 8th, Starting at 5pm
Alma Treloar Reserve, Pakenham Road, Cockatoo
EMERALD CAROLS BY THE LAKE
DECEMBER 14th, 6-9:30PM
Food, entertainment & carols beside Emerald Lake Park
CAROLS ON THE MOUNTAIN
DECEMBER 15th, 7:30pm to 9pm
Ferny Creek Recreation Reserve, Sassafras

1ST EMERALD SCOUTS CHRISTMAS TREE SALE
9am-4pm DECEMBER 8th, 9th, 15th & 16th
21 Kilvington Dr, Emerald
1ST MONBULK SCOUTS CHRISTMAS TREE SALE
9am-4pm DECEMBER 8th, 15th, 22nd
508 Monbulk Road, Monbulk
1ST SELBY SCOUTS CHRISTMAS TREE SALE
8:30am-4:30pm DECEMBER 8th, 15th
Selby CFA, Belgrave Gembrook Rd, Selby
1ST UPWEY SCOUTS CHRISTMAS TREE SALE
9:30am-4pm DECEMBER 8th, 9th, 15th & 16th
Corner Burwood Hwy and Mast Gully Road, Upwey

A VERY VICTORIAN CHRISTMAS

1ST EMERALD SCOUTS

Professional photos with Santa Claus in the
beautifully decorated setting of the
Emerald Community House Hall

CHRISTMAS
TREE SALES

Session times:
Wednesday December 5th:
9am until 10am, 2pm until 3pm
Thursday December 6th:
10am until 11am, 1pm until 2pm
Saturday December 8th:
10am until 12noon, 2pm until 4pm

1st, 2nd & 3rd weekends in December

9am - 1pm, Sat & Sun
21 KILVINGTON DR, EMERALD

Photo Packs available:
$15 & $25
Enquiries: 5968 3881

LIVING IN THE HILLS
Stay connected with activities and opportunities in the region reading the Emerald Messenger
and discovering more about community-led organisations, events and local programs.
A Guide to Cardinia Shire

Upper Beaconsfield Association

Belgrave Buzz

Upwey Township Group

Burrinja Cultural Centre

Yarra Ranges Shire Council

Eastern Dandenong Ranges Asn

Cardinia Shire Council

MADCOW

(Includes Township Committee contact information)

www.cardiniashire.com.au
www.belgrave.vic.au
www.burrinja.org.au
www.edra.org.au

www.upperbeaconsfield.org.au
www.utg.org.au

www.yarraranges.vic.gov.au/places-events
www.cardinia.vic.gov.au/events

www.madcowmonbulk.com.au

emeraldmessenger.com.au
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